
Notice (Important)

It's extremely regrettable, but we inform you that PRIMEZTOKEN, issued by Primez (NFT platform), has met with a scam by a group claiming to be "the listing team of the crypto asset 

exchange KuCoin".

1. Background

(1) On September 23, 2022, PRIMEZTOKEN was duly listed on LBank.

(2) Subsequently, we received invitations to list on numerous crypto asset exchanges and were contacted by a group calling itself "KuCoin's listing team".

(3) The group consists of the following four members

⚫ Norma Jean Bertrand

⚫ Jewell Bishop

⚫ Leo Zhang

⚫ Shu Yang



(4) After careful review, the Primez team sent this group the USDT and PRIMEZTOKEN required for the listing by September 30.

(5) However, on October 1, this fraudulent group sold PRIMEZTOKEN at L Bank and the KuCoin listing was not executed. As a result, the price of PRIMEZTOKEN plummeted.

(6) Despite the Primez team's efforts to track down and compensate this scam group, the scam group has been off the grid and out of contact since October 1.

2. Current status

We will continue to pursue this fraudulent group, and we sincerely apologize to everyone who has been inconvenienced. We will never fall for such a scam again in the future.

We are committed to expanding our compliance system so that we will never be involved in such a scam again.

" LBank" and "KuCoin" are not registered as a crypto asset exchange business in Japan, and Japanese residents are not allowed to conduct transactions with "LBank" and "KuCoin".

3. Response measures

Primez team will work with Dreamcast Corporation (headquartered in Japan) and the system development company in Vietnam to develop Metaverse  "PrimeLand".

We are developing a new digital media "MetaLive" on the Metaverse, which allows tipping (meaning "throwing money" in our media) with cryptographic assets, and also implement 

"Primez " (NFT platform), which will be developed and put into operation in.

In addition, we will issue a new token, " PRIME META TOKEN (PML) " which can also be used on this PrimeLand (metaverse).

PRIME META TOKEN (PML) is scheduled to be listed on the top crypto asset exchanges in December 2022.

MetaLive, a digital media that promotes Japanese entertainment and culture to the world, will begin operation in December 2022 on the web and in applications.

About "MetaLive" Functionality

(1) Official channel (broadcasting original programs)

(2) Online shopping (live commerce)

(3) Fan Club (subscription)

(4) Abundant payment systems (credit, electronic, crypto assets)

(5) Live streaming from talent-owned smartphones, etc.

(6) Select viewing method (paid or free), tipping availability, etc.

PrimeLand, Primez, and MetaLive will focus on the value of Japanese content through NFT and programming, protect and enhance the value of creators and artists in Japanese culture, 

and create a new economic sphere not only in the Japanese market but also in the U.S., Asia, Oceania, and the Middle East. 



Contact Us

Headquarters: ANGELA GLOBAL Co.,Ltd.

Japan area operator: PRIME MANAGEMENT Co.,Ltd.

https://primez-mkt.io/en/

http://primez.io/

Mail:info@primez.io


